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We describe development and user testing of an ambient display for fully autonomous vehicles. Instead of providing feedback about driving actions once executed, it communicates
driving decisions in advance, via light signals in passengers’
peripheral vision. This was tested in an WoZ-based on-theroad-driving emulation of a autonomous vehicle. Findings
from a preliminary study with 14 participants suggest that
such a display might be particularly useful to communicate
upcoming inertia changes for passengers.
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INTRODUCTION

HCI research on passengers in fully autonomous vehicles is
sparse, and reasons are multifold: access to real autonomous
vehicles is limited as few companies have working prototypes.
Current research focuses on semi-autonomous cars, as these
will be sooner available and have urgent HCI issues to be
solved (such as hand-over scenarios or collaborative driving
[15, 13]). Finally, fully autonomous vehicles appear to have
few user interactions beside selecting the pick-up and drop-off
location. Some work [16, 1] addressed accessibility to selfdriving vehicles with the RRADS driving platform: our study
presented here used a modified version which seats passengers in the back seat to simulate fully autonomous driving.
Being a passenger in a car or bus is arguably not as enjoyable as traveling on a modern train. One reason might be the
acceleration-deceleration behavior [2], and self-driving vehicles might worsen this because of frequent inertia changes due
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Figure 1. The study setup

to falsely detected obstacles[11]. Furthermore, many passengers exhibit back-seat driver behavior[3], and we do not know
how they will behave faced with total loss of control.
The cabin of an autonomous cab should be practical and comfortable. Passengers might adjust their seats for comfort (lying
down, seated backward, facing each other or turned away).
They might prefer to use their own devices over the cars’ infotainment system. Therefore, unnecessary graphical interfaces
should be avoided [8]. Instead of putting screens everywhere,
our proposed ambient display turns the cabin itself into a surface for feedback, utilizing colored light to convey information.
Ambient displays have been used in vehicles to keep drivers’
eyes on the road [9, 12, 10]. ’Feedforward’ is usually used
in context with affordances of interfaces, here it is used as
’advance feedback before executing an action’ [7, 4, 14].
OUR PROTOTYPE

Our ambient display augments the driving decisions of the
vehicle with light animations before they are carried out. It
visualizes both planned events such as taking turns, speeding
up and slowing down, as well as unplanned events such as
swerving because of unexpected obstacles. The events are animated smoothly and mapped to the shape of the light display:
urgent events use stronger light, colors and rapid animations
whereas less important events are animated subtle. Where

Figure 3. Ambient display in envisioned self-driving cab

Currently, this prototyping platform is used in a workshop
with people with reduced mobility (elderly and disabled).

OUR STUDY DESIGN

In a counterbalanced, 2x2 experimental design setup, 12 individual participants first rode either route A or route B, with
the feedforward information either turned on or off. Next, they
rode in the inverse constellation. Test rides each had a total
length of 45 minutes.
Figure 2. (top) Prototyping platform with wizard interface on a smartphone and (bottom) control unit inside the car prototype with lit-up buttons

possible self explanatory colors and animations were used (e.g.
yellow for turn signals, red for braking and green pulsating
light for traffic signals).
The light display should double as a reading light. Therefore
it has to be placed on the ceiling and be within reach of all
seats. An oval shape is ideal for this. To diffuse the light white
pipe insulation proved to diffuse the LED smoothly. The LED
strip for the prototype is an RGBW strip with 60 LEDs per
meter. For the final prototype, which requires more elaborate
software to integrate the multiple components, a Raspberry
Pi was utilized. It manipulates two 2-meter chains in parallel
[5] and is housed in the control unit. This control unit (Figure
2 bottom) also provides a simple interface to the passengers
with a segment display, buttons for start, emergency stop, and
switching the reading light and light signals. The Interaction
Wizard (Figure 1) triggers the events from an Android Tablet.
The segment display shows text that explains the light signals.
The light display and control unit were integrated into the
ceiling of a Nissan Cube test vehicle.
Prototyping Platform

During development, it proved challenging to imagine how
light signals will be perceived in the final car environment. It
also was uncomfortable to develop software when inside the
vehicle. Finally, the light display is not just meant for one particular vehicle but also for other vehicles of different size and
seating arrangements. Therefore, a prototyping platform was
developed that can be directly manipulated from a computer.

Participants were briefly introduced in the lobby of the Bosch
Technical Center in Plymouth. After consent was collected,
the researcher left and subjects were on their own. They called
the cab with a web app as instructed. The cab arrived in front
of the lobby and honked to inform of its arrival. Because of
the angle at which the vehicle approached and a curtain that
separates passengers in the back from the wizards in front,
participants could not establish eye contact. Once buckled
up they pressed the ’start ride’ button. During each of the
15 minute rides the subjects were videotaped and could use
their time freely. The participants filled out one pre-study
questionnaire, two identical trust in automation questionnaires
[6, 7] and a post-study questionnaire. In the feedforwardinformation-on condition the cars decisions were augmented
through the interaction wizard.

CONCLUSION

Our findings from this preliminary, not fully controlled study
are promising. Participants reported slightly higher trust and
lower mistrust in the vehicle, as well as positive emotional
valence (self-reported). The participants’ attention was visibly
drawn by the light to the screen and then outside to the street.
A limitation of our study was that test drives all varied slightly
due to varying traffic and position of the sun differed between
rides. Rides took place in winter with sunlight reflected by
snow into the cabin. Furthermore, participants were students
and acquainted with the researcher. In future work, the light
display should use luminance dependent on current light intensity. The ambient display should be integrated into a multimodal feedforward and feedback system. A full study should
use a diverse set of participants and use physiological measures for stress and car sickness.
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